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From the President
Lynn Vlismas
NEW YEAR/ NEW IDEAS
An overview on the year ahead for the Friends
It promises to be another eventful year for the Friends.
Welcome news is that a number of new volunteers are about to be inducted
by Council to assist with gardening work to replace the people who have left
volunteering during the past year. Now we can start to get on top of those
proliferating weeds! Growing conditions over summer have also resulted in
our newly planted Birdwing Butterfly vines along the Birdwing trail shooting
to the top of the new timber trellis structures.
The Guides group will also be looking forward to having a new intake of
Guides being trained early in the year to assist with the expanding number of
Friends and Council activities that continue to benefit from the specialised
and thematic guided walks that the Friends continue to plan for the coming
year.
A group of Friends will also be doing “on the ground” research while
attending the 2022 Australian Association of Friends of Botanic Gardens
Conference at Eurobodalla, south of Batemans Bay, to gather information
which will assist us with our own planning for hosting the 2024 Conference
at MRBBG.
But perhaps the most exciting news is that a concerted collaborative effort
will be taking place over the next 5 month period between Friends and
Council as new project briefing is developed and suggestions and comments
are explored during the planning work for the following strands of the
Masterplan:
- the Interpretive strategy; which will recommend the sort of themes and
messaging that the Botanic Gardens will reinforce to our visitors through
signage and interpretation of the bushland setting, Plant Collection, and
future garden bed landscape design;
- Richmond Birdwing Butterfly Life Cycle Garden area design; where
the Friends have almost finished construction on the four structures which
evoke the four stages of the Birdwing Butterfly life cycle and we now
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collaborate with wildlife and plant experts, Council’s art
curator, education officer and landscape architect Mandy
Rounsefell who has been engaged by Council to develop
the Masterplan projects. The idea is to explore the
additional opportunities for elements of interpretation,
artworks, and planting to rejuvenate this area which leads
into the start of the Lagoon Walk. We are looking forward
to the garden area being designed and ready for
construction starting in July this year.

Fern Profile: Blechnum cartilagineum: Gristle
fern

- The Gardens Arrival area; this will involve the review
of the current Arrival design, starting in the area of the
Carpark 1 entry, which had been prepared by Mandy
Rounsefell last year. Discussions will then lead into the
integration of the proposed new Information Centre
functions within the Tallowwood shelter and the addition
of two Orientation Hubs - one at the Causeway, and
another near the turnoff to the Sculpture Garden and
A&E. The Friends Visitor information service will
eventually be integrated within this area which will
encourage more visitors to approach us to ask and learn
more about what to see and do at the Gardens.

This is an erect and tufted terrestrial fern, growing to a
height of 100cm. The leaves are leathery, divided once
and have a narrow triangular shape. New growth is a
vivid pink. Laminae are sometimes dimorphic with fertile
pinnae being slightly narrower than sterile pinnae.

Wendy Johnson
Family: Blechnaceae
Genus: Blechnum from the Greek blechnon (a fern)
Species: cartilagineum from the Latin cartilaginous,
‘gristly’ (flexible but tough) in reference to the texture of
the fern.

Planning is also underway in conjunction with the
University of the Sunshine Coast and Council for a
Wildlife focussed activity which involves monitoring Koala
activity within the Gardens by drone searches at night
and scat dog research happening during the day.
April will then see a Friends Art Exhibition coming to
fruition immediately after Easter where the myriad of
other talents of the Friends will be on display.

Mature tufted fronds

Late August brings us into the most colourful part of the
year with the annual Wildflower Festival walks and
activities being organised.
If you are able to assist us with any of our ongoing work
at the Gardens please contact us at friendsofmrbbg@gmail.com. We look forward to seeing
you around the Gardens.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
It’s that time of year again - your
opportunity to renew your membership of
the Friends and help keep the Gardens
growing.
Membership is from 1 April 2022 to 31
March 2023.
Details on how to renew your membership
will be sent to members in early March.

New pink growth
Extracting from an article by Dr Kevin Mills titled ‘Ferns
and Bushfires’ in Budwangia No 116 Nov 21, written after
the devastating fires in the Illawarra:
“Ferns are generally thought of as delicate plants
susceptible to desiccation and destruction by bushfire.
While some species have rhizomes/roots that allow them
to survive fire and readily resprout after the fire, others
have thick trunks that protect the growing shoots within.
An example of Blechnum cartilagineum emerging after
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the 2019-20 fire on the NSW south coast is shown below;
the photograph was taken within a few months of the fire.

“The Ferals that Ate Australia” is another most interesting
book full of facts about the dangerous predators and
ravenous herbivores that are part of Australia's feral story
nightmare.
Australia’s isolation was once the impenetrable barrier
that protected its very unique flora and fauna. But a little
over two hundred years ago, a foreign power took
possession and brought with it the foreign animals and
plants that now dominate most of the country's
ecosystems.

Frond growth after a fire
While fertile fronds of Gristle Fern Blechnum
cartilagineum are seldom seen, following a fire many
plants will produce fertile fronds. An observation in the
Blue Mountains following the catastrophic fires in that
area found that Gristle Ferns growing in rainforest well
away from burnt areas produced fertile fronds. It is
surmised that it was the smoke that caused these ferns
to produce fertile fronds, even though they were not in
any way burnt.”
This fern can be found in many places in the Maroochy
Regional Bushland Botanic Garden.

Book Review
Paul Horne
“The Ferals that Ate Australia” Guy Hull,
Published HarperCollins Publishers | ABC Books, 2021,
paperback

Since that time, around 10 per cent of Australia's
endemic terrestrial mammalian species have become
extinct. Today, Australia is dealing with the extensive
damage caused by the all hard-hoofed animals, both
domestic and feral.
Yet the bigger feral story is the ravages of
acclimatisation, caused as new settlers tried to make
Australia more like their homeland by the release of
rabbits, foxes, camels, feral cats, pigs, deer, common
mynas, starlings, sparrows, redfin perch, and the many
other invasive species that have brought native Australia
to its knees. These new settlers saw very little value in
Australia’s native flora and fauna, and State
“Acclimatisation Societies” were set up in Victoria, NSW
and South Australia, with the support of Queen Victoria,
to bring in “better”, more valued, animals and plants to
Australia. “Terra nullius”, or wasteland, not only referred
to the new settlers’ view of a lack of human habitation,
but also the view of a complete lack of any valuable
native animals or plants. In their view Australia was a
vacant land space just waiting to be filled and exploited.
“In the early 1800’s, England had a vibrant and
thriving class system that was much appreciated
unsurprisingly, by its rich people. The class system
preserved their rights and privileges, affording the
sporting squire all manner of country pleasures, such
as shooting and angling, and the great rural social
pursuit, foxhunting. … The men who left England and
made good in Australia were only those who would
never have been able to achieve or enjoy their “great
man” status had they remained in their homeland.
It was these colonial great men with their selfindulgent class elitism and desperate need to play the
English lord down under that was behind all the
foreign animals released for recreational hunting in
colonial Australia. And aside from the rabbit none has
caused as much damage, heartache and expense as
the European red fox.” 1
In this book, Guy Hull details this history and the toll of
the numerous animal species that have contributed to the
decimation of Australian species, their assault on land
and agriculture, and the modern strategies that are -
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hopefully - reclaiming the country for our native fauna
and its human population.
I will put my copy in the Friends library for those who
might want to read this most interesting book and find out
more.
1.
2.

Guy Hull, The Ferals that Ate Australia, HarperCollins Publishers |
ABC Books, 2021, p156

Good Weather for Ducks
Wendy Johnson
An unusual sighting of 3 Pacific black ducks exploring the
creek bed in the fern glade. Camouflage is everything.

Can you find them?

“Inspired by Nature” - Upcoming Friends
Exhibition
Deb Ducrou
The working Friends do more than weed, mulch, plant,
spread fertiliser, construct, and guide - so much more.
Some of us have an artistic bent and now we would like
to show it!
From Wednesday 20th to Friday 29th April the working
Friends exhibition “Inspired by Nature” will be in the
Multi-Purpose Room at the Arts & Ecology Centre
from 10am to 2pm.
It's not too late to participate – if you want to exhibit your
art please contact: Lynn, Malcolm, Cathy Money or
myself, Deb, ASAP.
Artists (while on roster) are encouraged to demonstrate
their art to visitors, possibly some 'hands-on' play also.
Anyone wishing to be on roster during this exhibition
please do not hesitate to contact us.
It's a great opportunity to see what else the Friends get
up to!!

Fact or Fancy
Using websites and social media for native plant
information.
Malcolm Cox
‘Education is a progressive discovery of our ignorance’.
Will Durant (1885-1981)
If you want to identify local plant species, patience and
caution are critical. Use your mobile phone camera,
consult a plant ID app, and your lack of patience and
caution will be rewarded with an answer. Just don’t
assume it’s the right answer, and have a backup plan to
check it. The right answer may be inconvenient: hard to
find, buried in scientific debate, and lacking a common
name. Good science isn’t easy - it’s just worth it.
Species matter most in botanic gardens. From Gardeners
to Guides, everything done with or said about any plant
demands correct ID. This article could be about all the
mis-IDs made in the short history of MRBBG, but the key
question of what we do to avoid more do in future would
still remain. Two rules might help:
1. When told this is ..… (species), ask ‘Why?’ or ‘How
can you be sure’.
2. If the answer is ‘(person X) told me’, go to them with
Rule 1, or do some research of your own, but note
that skimming the pages of Mangroves to Mountains
has limitations too.
So, say someone points out a pretty thing in the Gardens
and calls it native indigo, how can you check … ‘What is
it?’ and ‘How local is it?’. Let’s start with websites that
can help you confirm or extend your species awareness.
Having on online version of ‘Noosa’s Native Plants’ gives
us a fairly local and accessible summary of Sunshine
Coast species: https://noosasnativeplants.com.au/ .
Unfortunately Indigofera isn’t listed. But you still want to
know about it, so you try the Australian National Botanic
Gardens pages on ‘Growing Native Plants’:
https://www.anbg.gov.au/gnp/ and it appears to occur in
the very south-east of Queensland, but not north of
Brisbane. To the Australian Native Plants Society website
- http://anpsa.org.au/ - which is always very
knowledgeable and tells you that there are some 30
species of Indigofera in Oz, and that I. australis extends
well up into tropical Qld.
Time for a bit more authority, this time with the extension
‘ala’ on the end of the name to find what the Atlas of
Living Australia says, and it confirms the ANSPA
account:
https://bie.ala.org.au/species/https://id.biodiversity.org.au/
node/apni/2915313 .
By this stage you’re ready to say ‘this is a local species
that we could be investigating and exploiting for
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ornamental and other uses’, having done the rounds of
some credible sources to prepare questions and ideas for
that stage.
Fast forward to flowering time and a check to see how
the plants have grown, only to realise that it suddenly
looks ‘different’. In fact it now looks a bit like a Darling
Pea, Swainsonia greyana (a weed!), but the genus has
over 80 species. How do the websites rate on this on?
Try ANSPA [http://anpsa.org.au/sformos.htmlhttp://anpsa.org.au/s-formos.html ], which
reminds us that Sturt’s Desert Pea S. formosa is now in
that genus, renamed from Clianthus formosus, but that’s
all. Not in Noosa’s Native Plants site, so try the ANBG
site and see that the Smooth Darling Pea Swainsonia
galegifolia may be in our Region, and has horticultural
merits.

who know their stuff, and know their limits:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1590103837875621/a
bout .
This is a veritable ‘interactive magazine’ of Qld people
and places - via their plant interests - with a lot of
Sunshine Coast content, whether you want to know if that
seedling in your garden is weedy or wonderful, or to
witness the finer points of plant ID as discussed by
people qualified to answer. Highly recommended for
plantsmen and home gardeners alike.
There are fascinating stories behind Latinised plant
names, whether derived from people, places or
observable features. This new Facebook group is
dedicated the names of plants, mainly native:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/236265956982321 .
The local connection is Don Perrin, a pioneer of the
Redcliffe BG and author of a dictionary of plant names.
We have it in the MRBBG Reading Room collection - just
another reason to browse good books sometimes to
enrich your research experience.

Transcribe Exhibition Summary
Libby Derham

Swainsonia galegifolia flower
More clarity needed - try the Atlas:
https://bie.ala.org.au/species/https://id.biodiversity.org.au/
node/apni/2904236#overview - and see that this, like the
Indigofera, is a local species and deeper searching can
offer images and Herbarium collection records if you are
interested. The Atlas is not a ‘what plant is that?’ starting
point, but should certainly form part of any extended
search for reliable information on species. In this case, it
helps confirm two new possibilities for our growing
Collections planning.

‘Transcribe’ saw the launch of Libby Derham’s solo
exhibition in January at the Maroochy Regional Bushland
Botanic Garden. Despite COVID and many choosing to
stay home, numbers in attendance at both the official
opening and throughout the month were good. Attendees
found harmony between the garden setting and Libby’s
work, comments included “your work is so peaceful” and
“Great to see such a beautiful display of watercolour
paintings relating to the local environment”. MRBBG
Friend Debra Ducrou created visually stunning floral
displays that were admired by many and changed
weekly. Libby enjoyed the benefit of additional painting
time at the gardens whilst sitting in on the exhibition. “I
have had a wonderful view of magnificent banksias and
the birds that come to feed. I have been enjoying painting
the birds and banksias in many ways. The exhibition has
been terrific, meeting people and talking watercolour,
birds and the environment”.

Social media - okay, Facebook - is a minefield until you
find where the experts hang out, but there is one reliable
place where questions and posts about natives and
exotics alike. Locally, the Queensland Plant Identification
group is the realm of professional and amateur botanists
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‘Summer Rain’ created during January at ‘Transcribe’
– Watercolour and ink on cotton paper 56 x 77
“I would like to take this opportunity to say a huge thank
you to all the Friends of MRBBG, especially the
committee, and President Lynn, who have supported me
so much over the past 12 months. I have enjoyed
working with the Friends and in this magnificent
landscape that you all protect and care for so well. I look
forward to more future collaborations together”.

How does a mighty Tallowwood get water to its
leaves?
Neil Rankin
As we know, trees need water for photosynthesis and to
keep cool, among other things. But how does a tree,
without pumping heart, get water 50 or 60 meters up to
their leaves?
Water (H2O) is an unusual liquid because it is “sticky”.
You will have noticed how water drops stick to the
outside of a cold beer glass or a window on a cold day.
This is because each water molecule acts like a small
“magnet”, but in this case it is a small difference in
electric charge in parts of the water molecule that give it
“polarity”. It has been calculated that a string of single
water molecules will easily stay together when hung from
over 100 m.
You can see in the diagram below how the O (oxygen)
part of the water molecule has a small negative charge
(δ-) while the hydrogen atoms (H) have small positive
charge (δ+).

Tallowwoods and other hardwood trees carry water to
their leaves in the woody tissue called xylem
(pronounced”zylem”). This woody tissue is made up of
dead cells called vessels which form tiny tubes running
from the roots to the leaves. The vessels are
strengthened by rings or spirals of lignin (complex
carbohydrate molecules) and are only a few microns
thick (for comparison the average human hair is 50
microns). They contain water molecules in the form of a
continuous thread from the root cells to the leaf. As water
molecules evaporate from the leaf through the stomata,
the thread of water is literally pulled up from the top, a
process called evapo-transpiration. The faster a tree
transpires the faster water will move up through the
xylem. Some trees are able to limit water loss from this
process by closing or partially closing the stomata (holes)
in their leaves. (This of course reduces exchange of
gases so the rate of photosynthesis is affected).
Thus when we cut a tree down we do not see water
pushing up from the stump as there is no longer a force
pulling water up. It is interesting to note that whatever the
size a tree may be at the stump, it will only be a few of
the very outermost layers of vessels that are carrying
water, the others have long since become clogged up
with lignin and other woody chemicals.
Girdling or ring barking, a method used to clear forest, is
a deep cut around a tree which will therefore cut off the
water supply to the leaves, leading to the quick demise of
the tree.

Native Truffles and Marsupials
Theresa Bint
Most terrestrial fungi use air currents to disperse their
spores; animals (vertebrate and invertebrate) are also
agents of dispersal, carrying spores on their bodies or
passing them through their digestive tracts.

Try to imagine a chain of these molecules, and you start
to get the picture!! Small magnets, dipoles, stuck
together.

Native Underground Truffle (unidentified)
Truffles are hypogeous (underground) mushrooms with
their spores on the inside. Having no access to air
currents (and because their spores are relatively large),
they rely on animals to spread the spores. Bandicoots,
bettongs, potoroos and many other marsupials love
truffles! They can detect the aroma of a truffle through
several centimetres of soil. The fungi contain proteins
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and fats and are a valuable food source. The fungal
spores remain viable – and may have enhanced viability after passing through the animal’s digestive tract.

Native truffle (Russula luteirosa)
Native truffles look like lumpy pebbles in various shades
of white, red, pink, yellow, brown and purple and are
about 10 – 30 mm in diameter.

upside is the weather has been almost perfect for
growing and that includes the weeds. The gardeners
have done well to keep them in check in those hot and
steamy conditions. Following the shade during summer
becomes a necessity.
We have had a drop off in volunteer numbers lately and
in particular around those who had special caretaking
capabilities so now the focus is in shoring up those areas
so as they don’t go into disrepair. To this end it has been
a blessing to have all the council staff now trained in the
tractor and other related tasks. We have placed a work
force into the Sculpture Garden who have been busy
replacing edging and polishing the sculptures. Rob has
certified several volunteers in the operating procedures
for the hedging and will be training them over the coming
weeks.

Native truffle (unidentified)
In Australia, there are around three hundred species of
native truffle recorded, with estimates of the actual
number of species above 2000. Like the gourmet truffles
that fetch astronomical prices around the world,

Weeding is always on the go

Australian native truffles are mycorrhizal, forming
symbiotic relationships with the roots of trees and shrubs
including eucalypts, casuarinas and melaleucas.

We have repaired the bulk storage bins adjacent the A&E
building and will soon move onto extending the start of
the Creek Walk by around 30 metres with a defined
decomposed granite path.

Animals whose diet consists of a large proportion of
truffles tend to be small with relatively energy efficient
means of locomotion – like the hopping gait of
bandicoots, bettongs, potoroos and pademelons. These
creatures have lower energy requirements and can travel
relatively long distances – making them ideal for fungi
spore dispersal. Spores are dispersed, more mycorrhizal
relationships are established, plants get enhanced
access to water and nutrients and vulnerable seedlings
are nourished and protected. The spreading of truffle
spores enhances ecosystem resilience.

What’s Happening on Site
Ray Dale – MRBBG Site Volunteer Co-Ordinator
The summer saw us face a few hurdles with the
intermittent Covid outbreak and some strong winds. The

Allan and Norm making sure everything is on the
level
One of our busiest groups happen to be the maintenance
crew who tackle all jobs ranging from oiling all the timber
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seats, tables, bollards and signs to pressure cleaning the
paths. The council recently purchased their own pressure
cleaner which now allows the flexibility to do the cleaning
at more convenient times.

The Tall Gums Trail is progressing well with work being
completed at the Mountain Creek crossing and up the
northern escarpment now that water levels have
dropped. There is a lot of heavy work involved in the trail
as the pavers being used require a two man lift and have
to be carried in over some very tough terrain. Upside is it
is a very scenic and picturesque work site.
The council have released a full schedule of planning,
design and construction that is ahead of them this year
so it should be an exciting 2022 for the Gardens.

Friends’ Events
Open Management Meetings
2nd Thu, 1pm @ Friends Shed
Mar 10
Apr 14
May 12

Excellent workplace health and safety Glen
The Richmond Birdwing Butterfly Arbour has now gone
into hiatus as the garden construction is designed ready
for landscaping in July 2022. All the frames are now
standing and we have planted vines in the first node
which are growing almost too well. Hopefully by the end
of this year we will have it up and available to the public.
We stood the first node in February 2021 and completed
the last node in September 2021 and although it sounds
a long time it isn’t when you only work one day a week.

Bushcare
2nd Sat, 7am (subject to weather)
Mar 12
Apr 09
May 14
Fauna Watch Survey
2nd Wed, 8am
Mar 09
Apr 13
May 11
Welcome to our new Friends: Marg Grambauer

Information
Mail
Friends of MRBBG Inc.
PO Box 445, BUDERIM, Qld 4556
Web
www.friendsofmaroochybotanicgardens.org.au/
Facebook
Friends Maroochy BG
(fb.com/groups/600452596770097/)
Email
friendsofMRBBG@gmail.com
Secretary
Bob Ducrou
07 5456 2743

More levelling work at the Birdwing Arbour

Membership:
A form is available on our Website, or use this link to
download - Membership Application Form
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